
You’re an important part of our future. Hopefully, we're also a part of yours! At B. Braun, we 

protect and improve the health of people worldwide. As a Corporate Start-Up based in Freiburg, 

Germany, B. Braun New Ventures takes a lead role in the digital transformation of healthcare. 

With a young and fast-growing team, we develop solutions to automate medical procedures 

across various business areas. Our goal is to augment caregivers’ eyes, hands and decision 

making with sensors, robotics and artificial intelligence. Our cloud platform team is focused on 

creating corporate-wide solutions that will drive the next generation of B. Braun’s digital products 

and connected devices. The technologies and products we develop create new treatment 

possibilities, enable sharing of clinical experience and result in better patient care.

User Experience and Interface Designer (UX/UI) (f/
m/d) - Digital Surgery

Reference Code DE-HS0424-87544

For the B. Braun New Ventures Team in Freiburg we are searching for a User Experience and Interface Designer (f/m/d) 
in digital surgery.

Duties and responsibilities

You create end to end experiences and interfaces for innovative digital products from early research until product 
launch
You analyse user needs, understand business goals, define personas, observe user tasks flows and create information 
architectures, perform testing and quality assurance
You develop multi modal cross-device screen flows, interactive prototypes and implementation ready interface designs 
under the Human Centered Design aspect following the B. Braun design system
You work in a dynamic and agile team collaborating with other UX/UI Designers, Engineers, Researchers as well as 
with developers, software architects, system engineers and product owners
You are a key member of the digital surgery cloud platform team with close connection to the hardware device team
You offer mentorship and support to inquiring minds, helping them to grow and develop professionally
You belong to the global B. Braun UX/UI community and define standards for the design system, UX methods, 
templates and tools

Professional competencies

You are a passionate UX/UI designer with several years of industry experience in medical technology, especially in the 
(digital) operating room environment
You have the ability to think abstractly, strategically and analytically to solve complex, multi-factorial design problems
You have a strong understanding of modern web and mobile practices to create an efficient user experience in the B2B 
world
You are capable of conceptual, open-minded, creative and non-linear thinking, and at the same time high aptitude for 
process-oriented and structured progress
You have hands-on experience with tools, such as Paper and Pen, Figma, Adobe CC and others that helps you to 
create, test, demonstrate and communicate ideas, concepts and solutions quickly and effectively
You are proficient in Lean UX, Design Thinking and Agile Development such as SCRUM or SAFE
You would stand out with experience in UX-Engineering, UX-Research, and UX-Writing
You have working experience in the healthcare industry or in a comparable field

Personal competencies

You have a proactive, results-oriented and customer-centric personality with analytical and problem-solving skills
You work effectively in multidisciplinary teams, encourage collaboration, also virtual one and mutual support
You are self-motivated and you have a hands-on mentality
You have a passion for data driven design and a desire to continuously learn and grow
You stay productive and capable of acting in critical situations
You communicate professionally in English and German



What we offer
Become part of a corporate culture that actively promotes constructive exchanges between colleagues, customers and 
partners. Work with us to improve people's lives in the long term. We can offer you interesting, varied tasks and excellent 
opportunities for advancement, as well as an attractive salary with extensive benefits, all within a dynamic family-owned 
company.

Benefits

Flexible and family oriented working hours and hybrid working between office and home
A brand-new modern office optimized for concentration and collaboration with an integrated high-tech simulation 
operating room and generous social areas and creativity zones
High quality of life in one of Germany’s most attractive cities

Your next step

Contact us! 

Contact: B. Braun New Ventures GmbH | Haakon Schröder | +4916095704687

https://www.bbraun.com/en/career/your-opportunities/work-and-career/digital-jobs.html#contact



